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FOREWORD
TheCommittee on Computer Sciences in Electrical
Engineering (the COSINE Committee)of the Commission
on Engineering Education’ was formed in 1965 to suggest
direction and encourage action in incorporating the computer intheelectricalengineering
curriculum. This has
been done throughmeetings ofdepartment chairmen, meetingswith representatives of industry andgovernment,
summer institutes, and issuing reports by the committee or
prepared by appointed task forces.
The titles2 of reports by these task forces indicate the
thrust of committee efforts :
1) “Somespecifications for a computer-oriented first
course in electrical engineering;”
2) “Some specificationsfor an undergraduate course in
digital subsystems;”
3) “An undergraduate electrical engineering course on
computer organization;”
4) “Impact of computers on electricalengineering
education-a view from industry;”

5) “An undergraduate computerengineering option for
electrical engineering;”
6) “Digital systems laboratories;”
7) “Computer-aided circuit design;”
8) “Operating systems;”
9) “Computers in electrophysics;”
10) “Minicomputers.”
The strong organizational trend is to provide computer
engineering as an option or program within electrical engineering. In a survey completed in February 1971, in which
203 departments responded, 87 indicated that theynow
offer an undergraduate option or program in computer
engineering. An additional 35 without such options now
indicated new plans were in progress for their implementation within the next year. It becomes clear that the report
oncomputer engineering options prepared by the task
force under C. L. Coates is of primary importance in electrical engineering education at this time. It is published here
in a form only slightly modifiedfrom the original COSINE
report.
M. E. VAN VALKENEWRG

Chairman
Manuscript received October 14, 1970; revised January 4, 1971. This
study was supported by the National Science Foundation under Contract
COSINE Committee, 1968-1971
NSF-0310,Task Order No. 161with theCommission on Education,
National Academy of Engineering. This report was issued as a report of
a Task Force appointed by the Computer Science in Electrical Engineering
(COSINE) Committee of the Commission on Education of the National
AbstractAomputer engineering is concernedwith theorganizaAcademy of Engineering. It represents theviews of the COSINE Commit- tion, design, and utilization of digital processing systems. These may
tee, but doesnot necessarily representthe views of the Commissionor the be general purpose computers more
or
specialized digital systems that
Academy.
are concernedwith communications. control,information processing,
C. L. Coates, Jr., is withthe Department of Electrical Engineering,Uni- etc. Therapidlyexpandingapplicationareas
for digital processing
versity of Texas, Austin, Tex. 78712.
techniques require increasing numbersof properly trained engineers,
E. Arden is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University and it is the responsibility ofelectrical engineeringeducation to
of Michigan,Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104.
provide the necessary educational opportunities. A means for doing
T. C. Bartee is withthe Division of Engineering and Applied Physics, this is an undergraduate computer engineering option within elecHarvard University, Cambridge,Mass. 02138.
trical engineering. The curriculum for such an educational program
C. G. Bell is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Carnegie- would bo both hardware and software oriented, as described.
Mellon University,Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.
F. F. Kuo is withthe Department of Electrical Engineering, University
I. INTRODUCTION
of Hawaii,Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
E. J. McCluskey,Jr., is with the Department of Electrical Engineering,
LECXRICAL Engineeringis primarily the science
Stanford University,Stanford, Calif.94305.
and art of generating, transmitting, and processing
W. H. Surber, Jr., is with the Department of Electrical Engineering,
signals. Throughout its history, the scope of its rePrinceton University, Princeton, N. J. 08540.
Now the Commission on Education of the National Academy of sponsibilities has expanded as advances in scienceand techEngineering.
Copies are available from Commission on Education, NAE, 2101 nology have stimulated new and vaned application areas.
During the 1930s, electrical engineering was concerned
Constitution Ave., N.W.,Washington, D. C., 20418.
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almost exclusively with the generation, transmission, and leaders of electrical engineering education, between comutilization of large electric energy signals; and electrical puter engineering education and education in how to proengineeringeducation focused attention on the subjects that gram a computer as a numerical calculator.
Computer engineering is concerned with the organizawere important to the development and application of this
technology. During the 194Os, the electronics era emerged tion, design, and utilization of digital processing systems as
within electrical engineering and required that electrical general purpose computersor as components of larger sysengineering education expand into new areas. Originally, tems. Modem digital processing systems consist of hardthe new demands were modestand could be satisfiedwithin ware and software. Traditionally, electrical engineering
attention to the digital circuits
the curriculum designed primarily for the electrical power departments have given some
era. The demandsincreased rapidly, however, and thereby portion of the hardware; but forthe most part have ignored
produced serious stress within electrical engineering educa- the organization portion of the hardware and all of the
tion. These were relievedand all responsibilities fulfilled by software aspects. This is a terribly nearsighted viewpoint.
the option program; one concerned with electrical power In the design of a digital processing system, hardware and
engineering and the other with electronics or communica- software must be considered as an integrated entity. Softtions engineering. During the 1950s, the opportunities for ware cannot be separated from hardware considerations;
electronic engineers completelyovershadowed those for thus the computer engineer must be both a capable proelectrical power engineers. This, together with the rapid grammer and a capable hardware designer.
In many respects electrical engineering education faces
expansion of electronics-oriented knowledge,caused the
demise of the power engineering option. Electrical engi- the same situation today, with the added obligation that it
neering education became a single curriculum directed pri- provide education in computer engineering, that it faced in
marily toward education in the science and technology of the 1940s whenthe obligation for educationof the electronelectronics. Within&is era the study of systems, which ics engineer was added to its responsibilities. Now, asthen,
heretofore had been of minor educational importance, be- the collective demands of the two areas encompass more
came one of the dominant subject areas, andsignal process- knowledge than canbe included in asingle highlystructured
degree program. The solution today is the one that was
ing became an important topic thereof.
Until the 1950s, most of the signals with which electrical adopted successfullyin the past; namely, that electrical
engineering was concerned were analog in nature; that is, engineering education offer a computer engineering option
they were definedover a continuousrange of times and took program at the undergraduate level.
This report is concerned with a new undergraduate o p
on acontinuous rangeof amplitudes. Radar andother
systems that involved precise timing considerations were re- tion within electrical engineering which is called computer
sponsible for the introduction of discrete-time discrete- engineering. The reportwill consider the need for such a proa
of implemenamplitude signals; but the influence ofthis was not immedi- gram, a description of its content, and plan
ately apparent and certainly had little effect on electrical tation.
engineering education. With thedevelopment of the digital
11.THE NEEDFOR COMPUTER ENGINEERING
computer, however, discrete signals became a new dimension of electrical engineering. Since then, the rapid advances
In recent years there have been proposed a number of
in digital technology, and the widespread successfulapplica- curricula for educationin computing. Most notable among
tion areas have made discrete signals and digital processing these are the reports of the ACM Curriculum Committeeon
commonplace in electrical engineering. Moreover, their im- Computer Science: An Undergraduate Program in Comportance is growing without an apparent bound as
the puter Science-Preliminary Considerations [l 3 .and Curricdevelopments in integrated circuit and digital processing ulum 68 [2]; and aninterim report of the COSINE Committechnologies make possible the achievement of systems withtee of the Commission on Engineering Education: Comfar more sophisticated types of processing and controlfunc- puter Sciences in Electrical Engineering [3]. In view of these
tions than were heretofore possible. As a result, a significant earlier efforts, why is this present report necessary?
and ever increasing fraction of electrical engineering is conMany universities have already recognized the need for
cerned withthe organization, design, and utilization of digi- education in computing and-have organized computer scital processing systems as general purpose computers or as ence programson all degree levels. €nview .of this situation,
why is it necessary or even desirable-to proposean undercomponents ofsystemsconcernedwithcommunication,
control, measurement, or signal processing. This we call graduate computer engineeringoption? Why shouldthis be
computer engineering.
within electrical engineering?
Once again electrical engineering education finds itself
During the past few years the extensive growth inthe use
deficient in meeting the needs of electrical engineering with and complexity of general purpose digital computers has
regard to a new dimension of the profession. Although it is produced an enormous demand for
individuals with a softdeeply involved in a wide gamut of areas which border on or ware education. This was partly responsible for the ACM
contribute to computer technology, it has yet to recognize curriculum studies [l], [2] and, undoubtedly,influenced
and fulfill its responsibility to provide a coherent educa- their objective. The results from both of these studies were
tional opportunity for computer engineering. In part, this science oriented educational programs with primary emstems from the lack of differentiation, on the part of most phasis on software education. Neither recognized the need
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for, nor gave consideration to, a program for computer engineering education. It is true that bothof the ACM curricula
have course descriptions which are similar to certain courses
in the present report. Nevertheless, the core subjects of
Curriculum 68 [2], as well as the overall program, show
clearly that the intent was a science-oriented software program and not an engineering program for education in digital processing system design. The COSINE report [3] had
a somewhat different objective from those of ACM. Itspurpose was to indicate a minimal set of courses that could be
included in the undergraduate electrical engineeringcurriculum and, thereby, introduce the student to the basic techniques and theoretical concepts of computing. It, too, was
not directly concerned with educating the computer engineer. Therefore, the previous studies have not had computer
engineering as the primary objective; and, consequently,
they do not provide adequate guidelines for the fulfillment
of this need.
In response to the demand for software education, universities have established computer science departments or
programs whose primary emphasis and objectives are consistent with those of the ACM curriculum reports. Most programs are organized within the arts or sciences college of
the university and emphasize programming, numerical
analysis, and automatatheory. For the most part thefaculties have a science, rather than engineering, background
with the result that the programs were initially science-oriented and have developed more and more in that direction
since inception. The student emerging from this educational
program is a science-oriented individual whose education
is directed toward developing him, with experience, into a
software specialist. As such, he is in great demand because
of the extensive software needs generated by the general
purpose digital computer.
He is not a computer engineer, however, nor could he
become one without extensive study. Neither his education
nor his interests are directed toward the design of digital
systems. It is true that software is an essential part of computer engineering,but equally important parts are
hardware
and systems. Moreover, the concept of design is essential
to
computer engineering including the designof software,
hardware, and systems. The graduateof most computer science programs is not educated for this type ofactivity. This
objective requires an engineering education.
The digital system is a processor of information. Within
the system, information is represented by discrete-time discrete-amplitude electrical signals; and the processor, therefore, is an electronic system. Clearly, a knowledge of electricity and electronics is fundamental to digital processing
system design. Within the university, electrical engineering
is responsible for engineering education in electronics. As
the knowledge and applications of electronics has expanded
during the last two decades, electrical engineering departments have become deeply involved in many new and related areas. Many of these, such as integrated circuits and
microelectronics, switching theory and logical design, machine organization, system theory, communications and
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coding systems, etc., are essential to the science and technology of digital processing systems. Therefore, within the
normal engineering college structure, electrical engineering
is the department whose faculty and facilities most closely
correlate with the requirements for education in computer
engineering.
This does not mean that all of the subjects within the
traditional electrical engineering curriculum should be included in computer engineering. Neither does it imply that
all of the subject matter that is essential to computer engineering education is contained within electricalengineering.
Certainly, the traditional electrical engineering curriculum
depends upon offerings from other departments within the
university, such as mathematics, physics, etc. Similarly,
computer engineering would utilize the educational offerings of appropriate departments including those of computer science.
111. THEUNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAM
The Committee strongly believes that electrical engineering departments must include an undergraduate computer
engineering option thatwill provide the student with a basic
and comprehensive knowledge of the principles that underlie the organization, design, and applications of digital processing systems.This option, called here computer engineering, is intended to provide a sufficiently broad foundation
to encompass both the hardware and software design aspects of the system. Moreover, it must provide an understanding of the important relationships and “tradeoffs”
between the hardware and software components of the
system and anunderstanding of how thesefunctions should
be partitioned in the system organization in view of the
intended applications.
The committee recognizes the difficulty in attempting to
specify a detailed curriculum in computer engineering; no
single curriculum could possibly fit into the variety of programs and organizational frameworks present in electrical
engineering departments. A computer engineering program
can assume a variety of forms. It can, for example, bea special option within electrical engineering as has been suggested. Alternatively, it can be realized by allowingenough
elective flexibility within a standard electrical engineering
curriculum to make it possible for a student to acquire the
necessary computer engineering subject matter.
The committee also recognizes that the initiation of a
program in computer engineering must depend primarily
upon the courses already available within the university,
and that the content and prerequisite structure of these will
differ with different institutions. Because ofthis, the degree
program for computer engineering is not specified completely. Instead, only the material that would constitute the
minimal recommended subjects for computer engineering,
together with a group of recommended electives, is presented. Where possible, this material is presented as subject
blocks with the associated number of credit hours indicating
the recommended depth of coverage of the subject. Prerequisite relationships are held to a minimum since these
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TABLE I
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING~

RECOMM!~DED SUBJECTS
FOR

Semester

Recommended
Hours

Subject

3 hrs.

A. General Background
General
differential
Calculus
equations
and
ract and Linear
Probability
electronic
circuits
and
Electric
programming
Introductory
computer
Total

tion

ester

and
ystems
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6-9
9-1 2
3
3
9-1 5
3

3345

B. BasicSubjects
logical
Switching theory anddesign
Machine structure and machine language
programming
Computer
Systems
programming
and
operating
systems
Total
C. Strongly Recommended Elective
Programming
translation
languages
and

6

3
3
3
15

As pointed out in [3J, some of the subjeckare recommended for all
electrical engineering students.

TABLE I1
RECOMMENDEDELECTIVES
FOR

Numerical
Logic
automata theory
Communication
Operations
Simulation and modeling
Field
Total

Machine
Organization

-& Operating Systems

Fig. 1. Reference to Section IV, Description of Subject Areas, shows that
1aboratory.experienceis associated with a number of the subject. areas
of Tables I and 11. The semester hours credit given in these Tables
does not necessarily include credit for the laboratory activity, since
laboratory organization varies between universities.

6

a

Subject

Machine
Structure
Programming
Machine
and
Languages &
Language Pro.
Translation
6 hrs
gramrning
3 hrs.

COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
Recommended
Hours
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

putability, advanced numerical analysis, etc. Neither does
it mean that some of these subjects could .not be studied.
What the committee recommends m this regard is that individual curricula reflect the concept of greater flexibility,
since it is only
in a climate of flexibilitythat engineering education can respond to the rapid advances in science and
technology and adapt to
the explosive growth of knowledge
that is now occurring.
The material representing the recommended subjects for
computer engineering, together with important .electives,
are givenin Tables I and 11. Fig. 1 indicates the recommended prerequisite structure. These are followed by a
description of eachsubject block and explanatory comments.

IV. DESCRIFJTION
OF S ~ C AREAS
T
The following is a description of the subject areas that
are determined by the course requirements at individual
constitute
the recommended subjects for computer engiuniversities. .Even so, the subject content ,and sequences
neering
as
listed
inTable I. The subjects fall into the general
should be considered only as a desirable configuration for
of physics, mathematics, circuits, comclassification
areas
indicating the recommended content. These could be modiputer
logic,
and
computer
programming.
fied as necessary; and should, therefore, be regarded as
guidelines to assist individual departments in developing a General Physics (6-9 semester hours)
computer engineering curriculum that is commensurate
Comment: This refers to theintroductory physics course
with its particdar needs, circumstances, and available or course sequence that is a partof the engineering curricula
resources.
of mostuniversities.The committee assumes that it contains
It must be emphasized that the recommended subjects the usual subjects including electricity.
represent the most important material; but,by themselves,
do not constitute an adequate educational program. Every Calculus and Dlflerential Equations (9-12 semester hours)
program should provide the opportunity to study specialComment: This refers to the calculus and differential
ized and advanced aspects of a variety of subjects in areas of equation course sequence that is a part of most electrical
individual interest, as well as provide sufficient technical engineering curricula. It is intended that it include analytic
and general knowledge so that the student can continue to geometry and/or the elements of linear algebra when this is
broaden-his education and develop professionally through- apart of, ora prerequisite of, the calculusdifferential
out his career. This does not imply that the student must equation sequence at a particular university.
have some of the traditional subjects of the electrical engineer, such as antennas, microwaves, quantum electronics, Linear and Abstract Algebra (3 semester hours)
Comment: This course should introduce the student to
machines, power system analysis, etc., or the abstract subjects of computer science, such as formal languages, com- linear algebra and abstract algebra. If linear algebra is in-
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cluded in the calculusdifferential equation sequence, the
entire course could be concerned withabstract algebra. The
abstract algebra presentation could be strictly theoretical
or from an applications viewpoint. The latter is preferable
at those institutions where it is practical. The material could
be a standard course offered bythe mathematics department
or a special course offered by electrical engineeringor some
other department.
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of switchingtheory and logical design,as well as material on
the design of logic subsystems. The suggested level of presentation is that providedby textssuch asHill and Peterson
[4], or McCluskey [5], with
additional logic designmaterial,
such as thatprovided by chapter 6 of Gschwind [6].It is also
recommended that laboratory experience be associated
with this subject area.

MachineStructure and MachineLanguageProgramming
(3 semester hours)
Probability Theory (3 semester hours)
Content: Computer organization model for interpreting
Comment: The principal objective of this course is disa
machine
language, machine representation of data and
crete probability theory, although it would, undoubtedly,
instructions,
programming in assembly language, 1/0 proincludesome continuous probability consideration. Elecesses,
equipment
interrupts, stacks, andmultiprogrammentary random process theory mightalsobeincluded
ming.
depending upon the institution, but this is not of primary
Comment: Students would not concentrate on machine
importance. The material might be provided by a standard
language
programming but would solve enough problems
mathematics course or by a course in electrical engineering.
to
become
familiar with the machine. This course should
The prerequisite structure would be determined by the
relate
to
the
previous course, Introductory ComputerProcontent.
gramming, by drawing a parallel to higher level languages.
Electric and Electronic Circuits (9-15 semester hours)
Possibletexts are those by Flores [13],Wegner[14],
Comment: The intention is that each department use its Hellerman [15], Gear [16], and others.
standard course offerings innetwork andelectronic circuits Computer Organization (3 semester hours)
to provide the necessary material. The principal objective
Content: Elements of a stored program computer, data
of this subject area is the study of electronic circuits where
representation, algorithms for operating on data,ariththis includes switching and logic circuits. This, of course,
metic units, control units, memory units, processor strucrequires a background of network theory, and this topic is
tures, and selected computer examples.
included in the subject area. Moreover, it is assumed that
Comment: The content of this course is described in
detail
the subject area includes appropriate laboratory experience.
in the COSINE Report,“An undergraduate electrical engiIntroductory Computer Programming (3 semester hours)
neering course on computerorganization” [7], that was the
Comment: This course should provide the basic knowl- result of a previous study. It is strongly recommended that
edge and experience necessaryto use computers for the solu- the subject areas of switchingtheory and logical design,and
tion of engineering-oriented problems andfor nonnumeric machine language programming be prerequisites for this
processing. The underlying fundamentals of algorithms, course.Associated laboratory experiencewould be very
techniques for implementation andbasic computer features desirable, although the committee recognizes that this reshould be stressed. A higher level language, such as For- quires extensivedevelopment and may not be practical
tran, Algol, or Basic should be used in the treatment. The initially.
suggested material and level of presentation is that proSystems Programming and Operating Systems (3 semester
vided by texts suchas Hull [8], Riceand Rice [9], Kemeney
hours)
and Kurtz [lo], or McCracken [ll], [12].
Content: Program and data structure; operation of the
A laboratory experience should be associated with the
1/0
devices, their software control, and the interrupt struccourse that requires the student to write a significant numture;
the nature of hardware and software controlled reber of small,but complete, programs which solveparticular
sources
followed by the method used to allocate resources
problems. One ortwo programming projects might be given,
to
tasks;
the accounting of resources; data files including
in addition to the small problems, to introduce the use of
the
hardware
andthe organization based on user constraints
subroutines and program structure.
of reliability, performance, cost, and software implementaSwitching Theory and Logical Design (6 semester hours)
tion; the job control language; and generation of new sysContent: Combinational Circuits : Boolean algebra, bi- tems.
Comment: This course would first teach principles of sysnary and complement arithmetic codes, function representations, logic gates, minimizationtechniques, Boolean func- tem programming design and organization. This course
the case study method based on a particution realizations. Sequential Circuits : Flip-flop designfrom must presently use
logic gates, representation, state reduction, realization of lar operating system(s). The operating system should be
pulse and fundamental mode circuits, races, hazards, and considered from a critical view, and incremental changes of
iterative logic structures. Logic Subsystems: Encoding and hardwareand software policy could be analyzed. This
decoding networks, binary and decimal counters, analog/ course should be taught concurrently with the machine organization course. It would be desirable to use a simple
digital converters, and other selected digital subsystems.
Comments: This subject area includes the usual material early single-queue operating systemwhichiswell-under-
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stood-as opposed to studying all the topics superficially.
There are presently no texts which singularly cover the structure and principle of operating system design. A possibility,
however, is the book by Wegner [17],and the description of
the operating systemsused at the particularinstitution.
Laboratory experience shouldbe
associated with this
course and might consist of modeling the operating system
being studied and comparing the predicted results with the
actual observed performance.
Programming Languages and Translation (6 semester hours)
Comment: This subject area is concerned with the study
of different types of programming languages and a comparison of their characteristics; andthe study of compilers
and assemblers.
The following is a description of the subject areas listed
in Table I1 as recommendedelectives for the computer
engineering program.
Numerical Analysis (3 semester hours)
Comment: This is intended as the standard first course in
numerical methods that is probably offered by the mathematics or computer science department. The exact content
would determine both the mathematics and programming
prerequisites, although it is recommended that sume computer use be associated with the course.

Communication Systems (3 semester hours)
Comment: This could be either a statistical communications theory course, or a course oriented more toward communication systems, depending upon the type of course
available at the particular university.
Operations Research (3 semester hours)
Comment: This is intended to be the standard first course
in operations research or mathematical programming that
is available at the university. It is strongly suggested, however, that the elements of queueing theory be included in
this offering.
Simulation and Modeling (3 semester hours)
Comment: This is considered an area of increasing importance and one that should be available to the student
when qual&ed faculty are present who can deline the content in terms of their available resources.
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designedspecifically for the computer engineer. Such a
course is not normally available today, however, and is included only to indicate the need for a special course.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
The principal objective of this report is the establishment
of undergraduate programs within engineering that would
provide an adequate education in computer engineering.
The report addresses itself to the option program within
electrical engineering as the most logical route andsuggests
a curriculum for accomplishing the objectives. Throughout
the report, however, it has been emphasized that the availability of computer engineering is the important item, and
that both the organizational mechanism and the exact curriculum by which it is accomplished are secondary as long
as the essential subject matter is included.
The committee realizesthat anew pro.gram must depend
primarily upon courses which currently exist within the
university irrespective of the department in which they are
offered. The responsibilities for education in many of the
recommended subject areas and in the recommended elective group have well established locations within the university organization. Thesubject areas of switching theory and
logicaldesign and machine organization are usually handled
by electrical engineering as is the area of electric and electronic circuits. Although some ofthe other areas are equally

neering need not develop faculty capability in the software
area for the computer engineering program; but, rather,
that this is not essential for initiating the option. Ultimately,
what needs to be done in this regard depends upon the requirements of the program as it evolves at each university.
The committeerecognizes that the recommended subjects of computer engineering may not correspond to existing courses of a particular institution. In some cases the
topics of a subject area may be distributed over more than
the suggested number of credit hours because of course
organization or prerequisite structure. In others
some ofthe
topics may not be available in existing courses. Under these
circumstances the suggested material should be considered
as representing the recommended content rather than the
organization of topics into courses. In those cases where
significant portions of a recommended subject area are not
available, a new course is the only solution. In many cases,
however, courses do exist which collectivelyinclude the suggested topics as well as others, and these would satisfy the
needs of the curriculum.

Field Analysis (3 semester hours)
Content: Field and wave concepts related to the computer
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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nents of the U. s.electric powerindustry, its size, its growth
rate, and its future needs.
We include inour definition ofthe electric powerindustry
the electric utilities, both publicly-owned and investorowned, the manufacturers who supply equipment to the
utilities, the consulting firms who supply engineering and
other services to the utilities, the large industrial users of
electric energy, and the governmental bodies that regulate
the activities of the utilities. As an indication of the size of
the industry [11, the utilities currently have capital investI. INTRODUCTION
ments
in plant and equipmentof about 100 billion dollarsNE OF the most importantsystems inour society is
The
sale
of electric energy currently runs about 20 billion
the electric power system that supplies electricity
dollars
per
year, and the rate of capital investment by the
to our homes, shops, and factories for the many
12 billion dollars a year. These figures inutilities
is
about
uses that contribute to our high standard of living. We include
only
the
generation,
transmission, and distribution
tend to discuss engineeringeducation for application to this
systems.
They
do
not
include
the heavy expenditures made
electric power system. Before we discuss education, howfor
the
industrial,
commercial,
and residential electrical
ever, it will be helpful to define more carefully the compoequipment which uses the electricity.
The many predictions of the growth rate of future electric
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The
authors
are
with
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, power demands
in
but agree On the important
139.
Cambridge,
02
Mass.
point that substantial growth will continue to the year 2000
Abstract-The nature, size, extent, and growth rate of modern
electric powersystems are discussed along with examplesto illustrate
used and to indicate the
the largenumber of concepts and techniques
variety of technological challenges facad by electric power systems
engineers. The discussion then turnsto the need for a variety of educational programs tu cover the breadthrequired, to the qualifications
for faculty members-who staff these programs, and to the ways in
which these programs should interact with the power industry. Finally, the electric power systems engineering education program at
MIT is discussed in terms of faculity, students, course offerings. and
research projects.

